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QUESTION 1

An employee receives an email from their internet service provider asking for their bank account number and password.
Which cybersecurity threat is this? 

A. Ransomware 

B. Distributed Denial of Service 

C. Spamming 

D. Phishing 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The difference between spam and phishing is that, while they both may be inbox-clogging nuisances, only
one (phishing) is actively aiming to steal login credentials and other sensitive data. Spam is a tactic for hawking goods
and services by sending unsolicited emails to bulk lists 

 

QUESTION 2

A client is currently running software on their on-premise systems that is bound by a certain type of license. They are
allowed to run the software on virtualized machines. However, they cannot run them on virtualized machines that are
shared by two different companies, teams, or projects. What option do they have on Google Cloud? 

A. Google Cloud is a public cloud accessed by multiple customers. 

B. Allocate a Bare Metal machine. 

C. Setup exclusive login to the VM with self-generated security keys. 

D. Allocate sole-tenant nodes 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Sole-tenancy lets you have exclusive access to a sole-tenant node, which is a physical Compute Engine
server that is dedicated to hosting only your project\\'s VMs. Use sole-tenant nodes to keep your VMs physically
separated from VMs in other projects, or to group your VMs together on the same host hardware.
https://cloud.google.com/compute/docs/nodes/sole-tenant-nodes 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working with the head of the IT team and planning the move of computing systems. The questionnaire indicates
that they have a reporting application that runs almost 24 hours every day of the week. When there is extra load, it
queues up the processing and executes tasks when there is less demand. Which of these compute options would you
recommend for them? 

A. Use a serverless option - App Engine Standard for Flex 

B. Use a server-based option - Compute Engine. 
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C. Use a serverless option - Cloud Functions 

D. Serverless option - Cloud Run 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: - Because Compute Engine VMs are the preferred compute option as they are long-running. 

 

QUESTION 4

A company with its own private data center has called you in for help with their disaster recovery planning. News of
multiple ransomware attacks has made them very anxious. They want to make they are well prepared for such an
eventuality. Which of these would be good recommendations? 

A. It is better to have redundancy; so, set up another private data center nearby so that you can quickly go over in case
of an emergency. 

B. It is better to have redundancy; use one or many of the Google Cloud datacenters as a backup location. 

C. The one data center is enough, as long as the data is encrypted; attackers won\\'t be able to read the data. 

D. The one data center is enough as long as you regularly back up data and save it in another place in the same DC. 

Correct Answer: B 

A single data center is vulnerable. So any option involving that is not good. Reference Link:-
https://www.coresite.com/blog/data-center-redundancy 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following is/are true about Bare Metal Solutions? 

A. Enterprise-grade deployment platform 

B. All your existing investment in tooling and best practices will work as is 

C. Continue to run any version, and feature set, any database option, and any cus- tomizations (patchsets) 

D. All of the Above. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Bare Metal Solution for Oracle 

Bring your Oracle workloads to Google Cloud with Bare Metal Solution and jumpstart your cloud journey with minimal
risk. 

-Continue to run any version, any feature set, any database option, and any customizations (patchsets) 

-Enterprise-grade deployment platform 

-High availability with Oracle RAC 
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-Works with any application, any Oracle versions 

-All your existing investment in tooling and best practices will work as is 
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